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The Dodge Charger is a model of automobile marketed by Dodge. The first Charger was a show
car in There have been several different production variants of Chargers, built on three different
platforms and sizes. In the United States, the Charger nameplate has been used on subcompact
hatchbacks, full-size sedans, muscle cars , and personal luxury coupes. The current version is a
four-door sedan. The three main iterations of Dodge Chargers were a mid-size B-body two-door
car â€”78 , a subcompact L-body car â€”87 , and the LX full-size platform four-door sedans built
since The name was also carried by a concept car that differed substantially from the Charger
eventually placed into production for the model year. A similar name plate, the Ramcharger ,
was used for the truck-type vehicle. The Dodge Charger was introduced during the model year.
It featured a two-door fastback body design and a four bucket seat interior. The
intermediate-sized Charger shared components with the Coronet that also used the Chrysler B
platform. Larger and more powerful engines were also available. Sales were low. The Charger
was redesigned for , and an initial 35, units were slated for production. The demand was high
and 96, Dodge Chargers were actually produced. A more aerodynamic shape formed the
Charger model that became the basis for the Dodge Charger Daytona. The third generation
Charger was introduced for the model year. Chrysler's B platform was modified to meet new
emissions and safety regulations. Available in six different packages with cosmetic changes
that include: a split grill, semi fastback rear window, and a ducktail spoiler. The and Chargers
were very similar to the with minor differences in the grill and headlamps. The increase in sales
was mostly due to the elimination of the Dodge Coronet, which meant Dodge offered the
two-door intermediate-size body style only as the Charger. The model year Charger continued
as a B body car and was restyled. The new Charger was Dodge's attempt at moving the model
into the growing personal luxury car market segment. Dodge expanded its presence in the
personal luxury car market in when it produced two cars in the same class, the Charger and the
Dodge Magnum. During the years this car was offered, a Daytona model was offered, featuring
stripes that ran along the length of the car. This economy-type model was similar to the Dodge
Omni , but with a slightly larger engine. The Charger was available with the NA 2. The turbo was
available only with the manual transmission, unlike in the Dodge Daytona. The engine was not
intercooled and used a small t3 Garrett turbo. In , the electronics were updated but power
output was the same. In , the electronics were further updated. Dodge reintroduced the Charger
in for the model year in a new form. This generation was available with a V6 and V8 engine
options coupled to automatic transmissions, as well as all-wheel drive AWD. The basic SE
model included a 2. A multiple-displacement system that allows it to save fuel by running on
only four cylinders when cruising was also featured in the V8. Performance was focus of the
Charger SRT8 equipped with a 6. The Dodge Charger received an improved interior and new
exterior styling for This included new side scoops along both front and rear doors, as well as
more angular headlights, aggressive new grille styling, and a more defined and aerodynamic
shape overall. Most notably, the rear end adopted a more modern wrap around LED tail light
spanning across nearly the entire length of the trunk. The side and rear styling cues are
reminiscent of the models. Base performance was increased, with the 3. The 4-speed automatic
transmission was replaced with the 5-speed A auto. The year brought a new 8-speed automatic
transmission to the V-6 model. This year also saw the return of the SRT-8 to the model lineup.
These included a 6. The Pursuit model no longer has chrome exhaust tip extensions, as they
often scraped during maneuvers over medians. The model had an upgrade to the 8. For , the
Charger received significant exterior styling updates. Most notably, the new front end which
featured new LED lights and a more aerodynamic nose that was less angled and featured a
noticeable curve around the headlight housing. Suspensions, interior, and brakes were also
redesigned. All models, except for Charger Pursuit through , came standard with the
eight-speed automatic transmission. Sales of the AWD Pursuit have since skyrocketed. The
Hellcat Redeye comes standard with hp V8 engine. Both Pursuit models now feature the
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features slick and beautiful chrome Hellcat badging from the grille to the decklid to the fender,
because showing off is all part of the fun. Not to mention a more sinister style. Every driver
knows a Dodge Brand vehicle when they look in their rearview mirror, because the lights are
something special and exclusive. Combine a Supercharged 6. Show off in style with the
exclusive Hellcat badging that can be found across the vehicle, inside and out. Own your lane
on the road with bigger fender flares and more road to claim as yours with the beautiful
widebody. A total monster of muscle is what you get. Skip to main content. Dodge Garage.
Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Available early Contact Us. Site Map.
Find Your Country. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base
model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and
offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer.
Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on Dodge. The Dodge Charger SRT
Hellcat should probably come with a swear jar, because both its appearance and acceleration
are best described with expletives. With an intimidating widebody design and up to horsepower,
there are only a few choice words that accurately describe this all-powerful sedan. The big,
burly Dodge is on its way to becoming a household name thanks to its supercharged 6. While
the rear-drive four-door is better at blasting down drag strips than lapping racetracks, its
impressive cornering grip and taut body control make it feel nimbler than expected. Too bad its
steering isn't as alive as its engine. But be careful. It might turn your kids into potty mouths.
Dodge does what Dodge does best when it comes to yearly updates of its seemingly ageless
cars: it gives them more power. The Hellcat-powered Charger now makes horsepower, 10 more
than last year. While the mightiest Charger still isn't as powerful as that drag-race-ready coupe,
its Hellcat engine has been enhanced to make horsepower and lb-ft of torque. The Redeye also
boasts a unique and functional hood design as well as special inch-byinch rims. It comes with
the same desirable standard features as well as some unique content of its own, such as a mph
red speedometer and a smattering of Redeye logos. We'd also upgrade the inside with the
optional Carbon and Suede Interior package that covers the headliner in microsuede and
various trim pieces with real carbon fiber. Without a doubt, the Hellcat's main attraction is its
supercharged 6. If you haven't heard, it now makes horsepower along with lb-ft of torque. The
Redeye model features an enhanced version of the Hellcat engine, which generates horses and
lb-ft. Dodge claims the Redeye can rip down a quarter-mile drag strip in However, we haven't
had a chance to test the latest example ourselves. Obviously, these ultimate Chargers will leave
no one wanting for power, all of which is directed to the rear wheels through a quick-shifting
eight-speed automatic transmission. The last Hellcat we tested blasted to 60 mph in 3. Of
course, its unreal performance doesn't come without a price, and drivers must carefully apply
the gas pedal to maintain traction. And those big rear tires are expensive to replace. The
standard widebody setup that we drove helps improve the supersedan's body control and
cornering grip thanks to wider, stickier tires and stiffer chassis components. Still, the widebody
Hellcat's front tires don't communicate as much to the steering wheel as we'd like. That's
actually pretty impressive when you consider how much power this sedan has. Once we test the
updated powertrain on our mph highway fuel-economy route, which is part of our extensive
testing regime , we can evaluate its real-world mpg. However, it has a slew of desirable standard
features and some personalized options. Every Charger SRT Hellcat includes a mph
speedometer, leather upholstery, and heated and ventilated front seats. Interior cubby storage
is highlighted by spots to store small items, and we managed to fit seven carry-on bags in the
Charger's sizable trunk. Its large screen responded quickly to inputs and the physical knobs
and buttons make the interface easy to use. Want to rock out while doing massive burnouts?
While the high-powered sedan includes basic driver-assistance technology , more advanced
assists such as adaptive cruise control and automated emergency braking are unavailable. Key
safety features include:. Dodge covers the Charger SRT Hellcat with a competitive limited and
powertrain warranty, but it doesn't include any complimentary scheduled maintenance. More
Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Eric
Stafford. More on the Dodge Charger Hellcat. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Dodge. Dodge is the first domestic brand
to rank highest among mass-market brands in both the J. Delivery available through

participating dealerships. The Dodge E-Shop Program brings the dealership to your door using
easy online vehicle buying, complete with home delivery available through participating
dealerships. Get your hands on more horsepower. From the heart-racing engine to the
high-caliber brakes, the Dodge Charger has outdone the others for decades and continues to
impress with exceptional performance. The Dodge Charger has been at the forefront of muscle
car design since the s. From the body down to the wheels, the exterior of this classic vehicle
continues to impress into the modern day. From side to side, the craft that goes into designing
the interior is no small feat. With up to Built with you in mind, the Dodge Charger is equipped
with an array of standard and available features to help keep you safe and secure should
anything happen. Skip to main content. Dodge Garage. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to
main navigation. Previous view. Next view. Find the model that's right for you. Contact Us. Site
Map. Find Your Country. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base
model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and
offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer.
Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on Dodge. Delivery available through
participating dealerships. The Dodge E-Shop Program brings the dealership to your door using
easy online vehicle buying, complete with home delivery available through participating
dealerships. Like a bat out of hell, the ominously powerful Dodge Charger is a statement of
speed and performance. From turning heads on the street to captivating auto show crowds, the
Dodge Charger is famous for its dashing good looks. From the flying buttress rear window to
the fan-loved styling and muscle car proportions, the Charger is the definition of muscle. Why
sacrifice comfort for style, when you can have both? The interior of the Dodge Charger was
designed with the pilot and passengers in mind. When you combine available premium Laguna
leather-trim seating and a stitched dash, doors and console, the Charger speaks for itself.
Driver safety is of the utmost importance, and the Dodge Charger offers with advanced standard
and available features to keep you safe, secure and protected. Every vehicle has a personality,
and every personality has a vehicle. Find the muscle that matches you with several available
packages to choose from. Skip to main content. Dodge Garage. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu.
Skip to main navigation. Find the model that's right for you. Contact Us. Site Map. Find Your
Country. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base model, optional
equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers may
change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer. Should you
encounter an issue accessing any content on Dodge. More power means more potential. With
spine-chilling horsepower of up to and pound-feet of torque, the 6. The sleek custom facias,
grille and fender flares express strength with a menacing stance. Speed is the name of the
game, but stopping is just as important. Optimized for speed and horsepower, the heart and
soul of every Dodge vehicle is the carefully designed high-performance engine. It delivers
naturally aspirated horsepower, lb-ft of torque and in the low 4-second range and includes
standard MDS Fuel Saver technology. The legend lives on with a combination of powerful
performance and impressive efficiency. The standard horsepower 3. At the top of the food chain
comes the power-hungry Hellcat Redeye. It exerts a monstrous horsepower and lb-ft of torque.
To ensure optimal performance on the track, the Dodge Brand is always at the top of
cutting-edge performance technology. The Remote Vehicle Start system starts the engine and
automatically activates the climate control settings. The Dodge Brand offers a variety of
suspension options to maximize friction between the tires and the road, so you always have a
smooth and enjoyable ride. Available electronic power steering comes with four
driver-selectable steering modes: Track, Sport, Auto, or Custom. Precise tuning allows you to
experience optimal desired steering feedback. We also equipped the vehicle to provide you the
ability to customize transmission, traction, suspension and steering settings, as well as a
custom mode to dial in your preferred configurations. Valet mode protects the vehicle from any
unauthorized modification when the wheel is taken by another individual by limiting multiple
settings, from drive modes to launch control and more, all protected by a pin code of your
choosing. Eco mode modifies the vehicle's engine and transmission settings to help maximize
fuel economy in exchange for acceleration and performance. Pick up speed on your own with
steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters. Enjoy the ride with simple ease and control using the
Electronic T-Shifter. No matter the conditions, the Dodge Charger is designed to help you
weather the storms. Dodge Charger also includes an active transfer case for a seamless
transition. Skip to main content. Dodge Garage. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main
navigation. Lowered half an inch, it works in tandem with steering calibrations for sportier
handling and an enhanced driving experience. Electronic T-Shifter. Display Electronic T-Shifter.
Display Paddle Shifters. Contact Us. Site Map. Find Your Country. Search Search. All Rights
Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base model, optional equipment not included. A more

expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers may change at any time without notification.
To get full pricing details, see your dealer. Should you encounter an issue accessing any
content on Dodge. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

